Clustering cryo-EM images of helical protein polymers for helical reconstructions.
Helical protein polymers are often dynamic and complex assemblies, with many conformations and flexible domains possible within the helical assembly. During cryo-electron microscopy reconstruction, classification of the image data into homogeneous subsets is a critical step for achieving high resolution, resolving different conformations and elucidating functional mechanisms. Hence, methods aimed at improving the homogeneity of these datasets are becoming increasingly important. In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm that uses results from 2D image classification to sort 2D classes into groups of similar helical polymers. We show that our approach is able to distinguish helical polymers that differ in conformation, composition, and helical symmetry. Our results on test and experimental cases - actin filaments and amyloid fibrils - illustrate how our approach can be useful to improve the homogeneity of a data set. This method is exclusively applicable to helical polymers and other limitations are discussed.